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SUMMARY
Several studies have found that the ‘subsidence rate’ of the oceanic lithosphere measured
along flow lines is a linear function of the height of the ridge. This might have very
important implications concerning our understanding of the cooling of the lithosphere.
Here we study the relationship between the subsidence rate and the height of the ridge in
the South Atlantic and East Indian Oceans. From the regression slopes of this relationship,
it has been inferred that lithosphere created at shallower ridges subsides faster and to
deeper levels than that generated at deeper ridges. We show however, that the topography at young ages for various seafloor segments stays positively correlated with the
topography at older ages. Synthetic data sets are obtained by adding random synthetic
signals with the same spectrum as the residual topography to the average depth versus
age relationship. They are also characterized by the same linear relationship between
‘subsidence rates’ and the height of the ridge. This relationship is therefore not proof that
lithosphere formed at shallow ridges cools faster than lithosphere formed at deeper
ridges. Random signals linked with crustal thickness variations, hotspot bulges and
perhaps large wavelength ‘dynamical topography’ would also yield such a relationship.
Key words: heat flow, mid-ocean ridges, oceanic lithosphere, seafloor spreading, thermal
subsidence.

1

INTRODUCTION

Several studies have shown a clear linear relationship between the
subsidence rate and the height of the ridge (hereinafter referred
to as zero-age depth) both deduced from the regression between
seafloor depth and the square root of age. Such a relationship was obtained by Hayes (1988), Hayes & Kane (1994),
Kane & Hayes (1994a,b) with subsidence rates computed along
swaths parallel to flow lines. Kane & Hayes (1994b) deduced
from this relationship that seafloor segments with a ridge
shallower than average acquire depths greater than average
after a crossover age of about 10 Ma. Hayes & Kane (1994)
found (in their separate studies over three different oceans)
large differences of average zero-age depths from one ocean to
another. Marty & Cazenave (1989) computed the subsidence
rates, not along swaths, but over 32 broad areas covering almost
the whole oceanic floor. They also report a good correlation
between subsidence rates and zero-age depths that yields a
crossover age of about 60 Ma. The discrepancy between this
crossover age and that of Kane & Hayes (1994b) can be
explained by the existence of large offsets of average zero-age
* Now at: Université Joseph Fourier, Maison de Géosciences, LGIT,
BP. 53, 38041 Grenoble Cedez 9, France.
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depth between the various oceans. The study of Perrot et al.
(1998) concerns the Pacific ridge and emphasizes variations
with time of zero-age depth and subsidence rate.
Kane & Hayes (1994b) argue that ridge segmentation is a
long-lived structure. The relationship between zero-age depth and
subsidence rate seems to indicate large temperature variations
along the ridge which may persist along the same segment for
at least 30 or 40 Ma and influence the topography. Stationary
elongated convective cells below the young oceanic lithosphere
and/or the presence of hotspots in the vicinity of the ridge may
explain these long-lasting characteristics of the ridge segmentation (Kane & Hayes 1994a). More generally, knowing whether
lithosphere formed above a hot mantle subsides faster or more
slowly than average might be the key issue for understanding
the mode of cooling of the oceanic lithosphere.
However, we must note that the slope of depth versus square
root of age is not necessarily a real subsidence rate. Real subsidence rates can only be known in the rare areas where palaeobathymetry data are available. For example, the Rio-Grande
Rise at 30uS, 35uW was above sea level when it formed at the
ridge some 84 Ma ago Barker (1983). However, the ridge on
the same flow line is now at a depth of about 3000 m. In this
case, as for any segment close to an oceanic plateau, the depth
of the ridge varies with time and slopes of bathymetry versus
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square root of age do not provide real subsidence rates but
reflect variations in the thickness of passively advected crust.
In order to use the same terminology as the previous studies, we
will name the slope of topography versus square root of
age ‘subsidence rate’, the quotes reminding the reader that this
might be an improper term. Processes influencing the ocean
floor bathymetry, but not directly linked to seafloor spreading
and lithospheric cooling, possibly induce a relationship between
‘subsidence rate’ and zero-age depth.
In this paper, we study two areas: the South Atlantic and
the East Indian Oceans. We determine the relationship between
zero-age depths versus ‘subsidence rates’ along flow lines using
a method similar to that proposed by Kane & Hayes (1994b).
The correlation of the topography at a given age with the
topography near the ridge is also discussed. Finally, random
noise maps are added to the average cooling signal to provide
synthetic data sets. The relationship between zero-age depths and
‘subsidence rates’ obtained on such data sets is then compared
with the observed data.
2

DATA ANALYSIS METHOD

The ‘subsidence rates’ and zero-age depths are computed
from oceanic bathymetry, sediment thickness and crustal age.
The bathymetry derives from the 2k by 2k gridded database of
Sandwell (Smith & Sandwell 1997; Smith & Sandwell 1994) that
uses ship soundings where they are available, and predicted
bathymetric values based on Geosat/ERS-1 gravity anomalies in
data gaps. In this database a smooth transition from measured
to predicted bathymetric values is insured by the mapping
technique. Nevertheless, only points close to ships tracks will
be used in this study. The sediment thickness database has been
compiled by the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC),
from three main sources: previously published isopach maps,
ocean drilling results, and seismic reflection profiles (Divins
1991). The data are gridded with a grid spacing of 5k by 5k.
The digital crustal age grid has been built with a 6k interval,
using a self-consistent set of global isochrons and associated
plate reconstruction poles (Mueller et al. 1997). This study is
focussed on the South Atlantic Ocean between 4uS and 49uS
and between 325uE and 360uE, and on the East Indian Ocean
between 30uS and 65uS and between 73uE and 130uE.
We create and analyse profiles with the same methodology
pffiffi
as Kane & Hayes (1994b). Profiles consist of couples ðd, tÞ,
all located in the same corridor, where d is the bathymetry
corrected from sediment loading (assuming isostasy as in Colin
& Fleitout 1990), and t is the crustal age. Points located further
than 4 arc min from a ship track are suppressed. In the South
Atlantic Ocean, profiles extend to 60 Ma (see Fig. 1), whereas
they spread only to 40 Ma in the East Indian Ocean.
As in Calcagno & Cazenave (1994), Kane & Hayes (1994a,b),
Hayes & Kane (1994) and Perrot et al. (1998), corridors are
defined along flow lines, i.e., parallel to transform faults. The
seafloor in such corridors has been generated at the same ridge
segment. Therefore, if ridge segmentation is responsible for long
lived differences in crustal thickness, asthenosphere temperature,
and basalts density or chemistry (see Calcagno & Cazenave 1993;
Klein & Langmuir 1989, 1987; Lecroart et al. 1997), profiles
along flow lines should reflect uniform physical characteristics.
Profiles do not overlap (Fig. 2 shows flow line locations for
the South Atlantic Ocean, Fig. 3 shows locations for the East
Indian Ocean)
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Figure 1. Example of a bathymetric profile along flow line in the
South Atlantic Ocean.

The following relation, reflecting the cooling of the lithosphere (Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967), is adjusted to every profile
of more than 100 points:
pffiffi
d~d0 zSr | t ,
(1)
where d0 is the zero-age depth and Sr the ‘subsidence rate’. The
bootstrap technique (Kane & Hayes 1994b) is used to calculate
Sr, d0 and their estimated uncertainties sSr and sd0. These
uncertainties depend on the number of points in the profile
studied. They are not absolute estimates of errors, as the data
points (d, t) are not geographically independent. However,
these uncertainties quantify the relative quality of the linear
regressions (1) for different profiles. Therefore they will be used
in the next step of the analysis to weight the obtained estimates
of Sr and d0.
The relations between zero-age depth and ‘subsidence rate’
computed for all profiles of a given flank are then calculated by
a linear regression weighted by their relatives uncertainties sSr
and sd0 (Press et al. 1994, p. 660):
d0 ~DzM|Sr :

(2)
x1/2 x1

The slope M [in m (m Ma
) ] is called the ‘interswath
correlation’ by Kane & Hayes (1994b). Let us note that
regression (2) is not performed here using a least square method
which would be appropriate for noise only on d0. The absolute
values of M found here are then somewhat larger than in some
previous studies (Kane & Hayes 1994b). Errors on M cannot be
estimated as neighbouring flow lines present Sr and d0 values
that are not geographically independent. The regression has
been performed onpprofiles
all having exactly the same mean
ffiffi
square root of age t. Indeed, the mean square root of age can
be taken as a reference
value when studying a statistical effect.
pffiffi
The couple ðd, tÞ is the barycentre of a set of points in a given
corridor. In consequence, the regression line (1) goes through
this point:
pffiffi
d0 ~d{Sr | t :
(3)
If all profiles have the same average bathymetry d, independent
between d0 and
of Sr, then the slope M of the linear
pffiregression
ffi
Sr over an ocean will be equal to { t (compare (3) with (2)). In
#
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Figure 2. Corridors along flow lines in the South Atlantic Ocean. On the southern part of the east flank, we did not study corridors going through the
Walvis Ridge and seamounts, because of their large associated bathymetry anomalies.

the following, the relationship (M) between ‘subsidence rates’
studied as a
Sr and zero-age depths d0 will be systematically
pffiffi
function of the mean square root of age ( t) for both the South
Atlantic and East Indian Oceans.
3 PROPERTIES OF THE ‘SUBSIDENCE
RATE’ VERSUS RIDGE HEIGHT
RELATIONSHIP
The amplitude of ‘subsidence rate’ variations are about
400 m Max1/2 for the East Indian Ocean and about
300 m Max1/2 for the South Atlantic Ocean. The amplitude
of zero-age depth variations are about 2000 m for both oceans.
For example, Fig. 4 shows p
the
ffiffi linear relationship (2) for the
South Atlantic Ocean with t~3:5 Ma1/2.
For both oceans, the absolute slope M of the linear regression
(2) is, at young ages, oftenplarger
than the mean square root of
ffiffi
age and is independent of t (see Fig. 5). This slope is larger for
#
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the East Indian Ocean than for the South Atlantic Ocean. Note
that a least-square regression of d0 as a function of Sr with
errors only applied to d0 (as in Kane & Hayes 1994b) yields
absolute values of M thatpare
ffiffi smaller than those shown on
Fig. 5 but still larger than t.
Fig. 6 shows that the linear correlation coefficient r between
Sr and d0 is rather good and ranges from x0.7 to x1 for both
flanks of the South Atlantic Ocean and for the northern flank
of the East Indian Ocean, but that it is poor, between x0.3
and x0.7, for the southern flank of the East Indian Ocean.
The latter low r values result in large uncertainties on M, that
could explain why larger slopes M are obtained by the linear
regression for this flank (Fig. 5b).
Kane & Hayes (1994b) conclude from the observed anticorrelation between d0 and Sr that shallower ridges subside to
greater depths than deeper ridges. Therefore depth versus age
profiles should cross each other at about M2, called the ‘crossover
age’ (i.e., at about 10 Ma for the South Atlantic Ocean). If this
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Figure 3. Corridors along flow lines in the East Indian Ocean.

imply an anticorrelation between the topographies at young
and old ages. It can be explained by the existence of very large
wavelengths in the bathymetric maps that are superimposed on
the depth–age distribution responsible for the anticorrelation
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is true, it implies an anticorrelation between the bathymetry
at the ridge and that of older oceans. Fig. 7 shows the depth
averaged over 5 Myr wide intervals (from 0–5 Ma to 50–55 Ma)
as a function of the corridor number, for the western flank of
the South Atlantic Ocean. One notices that there is no evidence
for this anticorrelation. This is confirmed in Fig. 8, where the
regression slopes between the mean bathymetry for 0–5 Ma
(bold curve in Fig. 7) and the mean bathymetry for the other
age intervals (solid or long-dashed curves in Fig. 7) are shown
to be always positive, whatever the ocean and flank studied. In
other words, shallower than average ridge segments correspond
to shallower than average tectonic corridors, at least until
35–50 Ma. This surprising observation is the most direct way
to prove that the linear relationship between Sr and d0 does not
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Figure 4. Linear relationships between ‘subsidence rate’
pffiffi Sr and zeroage depth d0 for the South Atlantic Ocean and for t=3.5 Ma1/2.
Linear regressions yield M=x3.80 Ma1/2, D=x3694 m, and r=0.72
for the East flank (long-dashed light line), and M=x2.73 Ma1/2,
D=x3404 m, and r=0.84 for the West flank (long-dashed bold line).
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Figure 5. Variations of the slope M of the linear regression with the
mean square root of age, (a) for the South Atlantic Ocean and (b) for
the East Indian
pffiffi Ocean. Solid lines represent the supposed statistical
effect: M=x t.
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Figure 6. Variations of the linear correlation coefficient r with the
mean square root of age, (a) for the South Atlantic Ocean and (b) for
the East Indian Ocean. Stars represent the mean linear correlation
coefficient for 20 studies on noise maps built on reduced bathymetry of
oceans. r is calculated as follows:
P
ðSri ÿ Sr Þ|ðd0i ÿ d0 Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi rffiP
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi :
r ¼ rffiP
ðSri ÿ Sr Þ2 |
ðd0i ÿ d0 Þ2
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Figure 8. Slope of linear regressions between the seafloor depth
average for ages between 0 and 5 Ma and the seafloor depth average for
ages between i and (i+5) Ma, where i increases every 5 Ma from 0 to
35 Ma for the East Indian Ocean and from 0 to 50 Ma for the South
Atlantic Ocean. The slope of thepffilinear
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi regression is plotted as a
function of the square root of age i þ 2:5 Ma1/2. The example shown
here by stars has been calculated from a synthetic bathymetry map
built on the South Atlantic Ocean. Standart errors on the slope are
represented with error bars (dashed for South Atlantic Ocean, solid for
East Indian Ocean and gray for the example on a synthetic noise).

i

between d0 and Sr. Ridge height variations for the southern
flank of the Indian Ocean are perfectly correlated with the
bathymetry variations at an older age. Note that this flank is
also the one that presents the worst Sr versus d0 regression
pffiffi
coefficients and the larger discrepancy between M and { t.
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Figure 7. Bathymetry average over 5 Ma wide segments for each
corridor as a function of the profile number, for the West flank of the
South Atlantic Ocean. Bold solid curve is the mean bathymetry near
the ridge (0–5 Ma). The (alternately) solid and long-dashed curves
represent from top to bottom the bathymetry averaged over intervals
varying from 5–10 Ma to 50–55 Ma with an increment of 5 Ma (age slices
are given for each long-dashed curve). The dotted curve represents
zero-age depths. The latitude at the middle of the ridge segment is given
for three different corridors.
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4 COMPARISON OF REGRESSIONS
COMPUTED FROM REAL OR
SYNTHETIC BATHYMETRY MAPS
Here, we check whether the relationship obtained between
‘subsidence rates’ and zero-age depths can be due to random
noise. This noise consists of bathymetric anomalies that are not
related to oceanic accretion, lithospheric cooling, and to their
variations in amplitude along the ridge axis. An upper bound
on the noise amplitude and spectrum can be computed by
removing the average cooling signal from the bathymetric data.
Therefore, we first correct
pffiffi the bathymetry for the average cooling effect, 2691z328 t{0:046t2 (Colin & Fleitout 1990). We
then reduce the influence of pronounced bathymetric anomalies
by applying a cut-off on hotspots tracks, and finally, we compute the wavelength spectrum of reduced bathymetric maps
(see Fig. 9). These maps cover areas similar to the oceanic regions
studied previously.
We then build artificial noise maps with a wavelength
spectrum similar to that of the reduced bathymetric data.
(i) The real and imaginary parts (in the Fourier domain) of
the noise are filled with random numbers having a Gaussian
distribution centred on 0 and of half-width 0.2.
(ii) The values in these grids are adjusted to the amplitude,
for equal wavenumbers, of the reduced bathymetry spectrum.
(iii) We then perform an inverse Fourier transform to get a
noise map on a grid similar to that of the oceans studied.
(iv) Finally, the average cooling effect has been added back to
the noise maps in order to compare the results obtained by the
analysis of synthetic bathymetry maps to the results obtained
with the data.
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Figure 9. Wavelength spectrum of reduced bathymetry maps for the
South Atlantic and the East Indian Oceans.

Note that the largest wavelength in the noise map corresponds
to the length of the area of study.
20 different noise maps have been computed for each ocean.
On each synthetic map, the ’ridge’ is arbitrarily taken at the
middle of the grid, i.e. at even latitude for synthetic maps based
on the East Indian Ocean and at even longitude for synthetic
maps based on the South Atlantic Ocean. Synthetic profiles are
defined perpendicularly to the ‘ridge’. They present even widths
of 1.4u (0.8u, respectively) and are artificially extended to 40 Ma
(60 Ma, respectively) for synthetic maps based on the reduced
bathymetry of the East Indian Ocean (South Atlantic Ocean,
respectively). An example of a synthetic profile is shown in
Fig. 10, and should be compared to Fig. 1. The amplitudes of
the seafloor depth deviations from the average cooling effect
are of the same magnitude in synthetic and in real cases.
Exactly the same treatment as used for real bathymetric data
is then applied to the synthetic profiles. The linear relationships between Sr and d0 present similar characteristics to those
obtained using real bathymetry (cf Fig. 11). Indeed, the variation
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Figure 10. Example of a profile extracted from a synthetic data set
whose noise is based on the reduced bathymetry of the South Atlantic
Ocean. This figure should be compared to Fig. 1.
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ranges of Sr and d0 are only slightly greater when using synthetic maps than when using data. The slope M of the linear
regression between d0 and Sr has been computed for both ‘flanks’
of 20 different synthetic maps. On Fig.
pffiffi 12 the distribution of
M is plotted for various values of t. Fig. 12(a) should be
compared with the South Atlantic Ocean results (Fig. 5a) and
Fig. 12(b) with the East Indian Ocean results
pffiffi (Fig. 12b). Both
figures show that M is often different from t and independent
of the mean square root of age of the profiles. We can conclude
thatpfor
ffiffi random noises the probability of M being independent
of t is high. However, note that the results of the analysis
on the synthetic maps do not explain all the properties of the
relationship between Sr and d0 in the Indian Ocean. First, M is
around x10 Ma1/2, whereas for the synthetic profiles (Fig. 12b)
the highest probability gives M=x4 Ma1/2. Second, we obtain
clearly lower values of r for the southern flank of the Indian
Ocean than those expected from a random noise (see stars on
Fig. 6).
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Figure 11. Example of a linear relationship between Sr and d0 for
profiles extracted from a synthetic data set and with a mean square root
of age of 3.5 Ma1/2. The random noise in the synthetic data set is based
on the South Atlantic Ocean reduced bathymetry. This figure should
be compared to Fig. 5(a). Linear regressions yield M=x3.06 Ma1/2,
D=x3691 m, and r=x0.92 for the ‘East flank’ (light dashed line),
and M=x4.63 Ma1/2, D=x4120 m, and r=x0.99 for the ‘West
flank’ (bold dashed line).
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Figure 12. Histograms of the slope M distribution for the 20 different
noises based on (a) the South Atlantic Ocean and (b) the
pffiffi East Indian
Ocean, plotted as a function of mean squarep
root
ffiffi of age ( t) of profiles.
The dashed line represents the line M ¼ ÿ t.
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Relationships between seafloor subsidence rate and ridge height
One example of the correlation between variations in ridge
depths and of ocean depths at older ages is displayed by stars
on Fig. 8. As for the other synthetic maps, the correlation
drops to about zero for ages larger than 17 Myr. This reflects
random perturbations of the synthetic bathymetry along flow
lines. To obtain an autocorrelation between ridges height and
bathymetry at older ages (as for real data), we need to add a
wavelength with a preferred orientation (with highs and lows
striking along the flow line direction) to the random noise synthetic maps. We built a map of such synthetic noise. Its ridge
height variations are, of course, strongly autocorrelated with
depth variations at older ages, but it also has poor correlation
coefficients r between Sr and d0, p
and
ffiffi the absolute slopes M are
large and strongly depart from t. For the southern flank of
the Indian Ocean, shallow ridges correspond to shallow tectonic
corridors. We conclude that this excellent autocorrelation
destroys the quality of the Sr versus d0 relationship (low r,
Fig. 6b) and is responsible for the very large absolute values
of M (Fig. 5b) with respect to what would be expected from
random bathymetry fluctuations. The same remarks, but to a
lesser extent, could also apply to the eastern flank of the Atlantic
Ocean.
Other tests have been performed on synthetic noise maps
having a spectrum amplitude that increases with wavenumber,
remains constant, and decreases with wavenumber. In the first
case, thepregression
coefficient r is excellent and the slope M varies
ffiffi
with { t. As the large wavelength content of the noise spectrum
increases,
r decreases, and M becomes more independent of
pffiffi
{ t. Therefore
the fact that M differs from and does not vary
pffiffi
with { t in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean can be explained
by the importance of large wavelength content in residual
bathymetric maps.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we show that similar linear relationships between
‘subsidence rates’ and zero-age depths are observed on synthetic maps, where a noise map is superimposed to the average
cooling signal, and on real maps. In both cases, the slope of the
linear relationship,pM,
ffiffi can be very different from the assumed
statistical effect, { t. This discrepancy is explained by the very
large wavelength content in the residual bathymetric maps. The
regression line through any random signal has a slope showing
a very well defined anticorrelation with the vertical coordinate
of its origin. However, the seafloor bathymetry at old ages
seems well correlated with the ridge height variations, a feature
that is not reproduced by synthetic noise maps. Adding such an
autocorrelation signal to the synthetic noise maps reduces the
quality of the regression between ‘subsidence rates’ and zeropffiffi
age depths and increases the discrepancy between M and { t.
The presence of a very large wavelength bathymetric anomaly
on the South flank of the Indian Ocean can in the same way
explain the properties of the ‘subsidence rates’ versus zeroage depths relationship on this flank. It seems therefore very
difficult to separate the ‘ridge height’ versus ’subsidence rate’
signal linked to the cooling of the lithosphere from that coming
from trivial ‘statistical’ relationships. Furthermore, in contrast
to the conclusions of Kane & Hayes (1994b), a lithosphere
originating at a shallow ridge appears to remain shallower than
average.
#
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Several processes not related to the cooling of the lithosphere
affect the topography and could therefore generate a statistical
‘subsidence rate’ versus zero-age depth relationship. Deep
mantle masses and plate motions produce very large wavelength dynamic topography that are expected to be moderately
correlated to seafloor age and of at most a few hundred metres
in amplitude (Cadek & Fleitout 1999; Colin & Fleitout 1990).
Besides, topographic variations of the order of one kilometre are
associated with hotspots swells. These are more or less randomly
distributed at the surface of the Earth. Moreover, changes in
the thickness of the crust and of the depleted mantle layer
produce significant variations of topography. Klein & Langmuir
(1987) and Lecroart et al. (1997) have shown using geochemical
data and seismic data that these changes in the thickness of
the crustal and depleted layers were indeed the main cause of
variations in the height of the ridge. These fluctuations could
yield random variations of ‘subsidence rate’ but have no reason
to induce a topography at old ages systematically deeper when
the ridge is shallow.
The autocorrelation between ridge heights and seafloor depths
at old ages can be explained if there are long-lasting temperature
anomalies below the ridge (for example, when hotspots and/or
stationary secondary convection cells are fixed with respect to
the ridge geometry) inducing long-lasting topographic highs
and lows along flow lines associated with crustal thickness
variations.
The influence of lithospheric cooling processes on the ridge
height versus ‘subsidence rate’ relationship depends on the model
we consider.
(i) The simplest idea is to consider that the subsidence rate
varies linearly with mantle temperature as expected from the
half-space model or the plate model. However, as emphasized
by Kane & Hayes (1994a), the expected variations in mantle
temperatures are too small for accounting for the huge
variations in observed ‘subsidence rates’.
(ii) In contrast with the plate model, the Chablis model
yields subsidence rates depending mostly on the heat transfer at
the base of the lithosphere (Doin & Fleitout 1996). Therefore
in this model an elevated mantle temperature (shallow ridge)
induces a large heat transfer and hence a small subsidence rate.
(iii) A third hypothesis is that the thickness of the conductive plate (in the plate model) is fixed by the depleted layer
below the crust. Indeed, a stiff depleted layer can stabilize the
lithosphere (Doin et al. 1997). Then, a higher temperature at
the ridge yields a thicker depleted layer and a deeper bathymetry at old ages; even if the initial subsidence rate remains
the same, it persists until larger seafloor ages for thick plates
corresponding to shallow ridges.
The above statistical analysis shows that, at present, the
observed ridge height versus ‘subsidence rate’ relationship cannot
help to discriminate between the various lithospheric cooling
models. A more sophisticated statistical analysis would be
needed to know whether a lithosphere formed above a hot mantle
subsides faster or more slowly than the normal mantle.
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